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CEO FOREWORD
A

s we start the New Year,
it is evident that new
technologies,
digitalization
and accelerated globalisation are
dramatically changing the way
business is done, services delivered
and customer expectations.
To help SMEs overcome the
challenges
and
seize
the
opportunities brought by these
changes, SME Bank has a series of
programmes and initiatives lined up
to enhance our financial assistance
offerings, intensify SME capacity
building, support entrepreneurship
community development and steer
SMEs towards the Fourth Industrial
Revolution (Industry 4.0).
For 2019, the Bank plans to introduce
innovative and attractive products
or packages to capture new markets
especially the underserved and
unserved by commercial financial
institutions. We will embark on
impactful initiatives with tailormade solutions for SMEs which
include comprehensive financing
programmes such as Ecosystem
Financing and Umbrella Financing.
The Bank intends to penetrate the
high-impact sectors like green field,
technology and digital sectors,
establish collaboration with other
banks via club or syndication deals,
and introduce the e-Wallet and SME
Marketplace.
We will also continuously review and
upgrade our processes by adopting
best practices and technology such
as Blockchain and collaborating
with Fintech to improve our delivery
processes, while at the same
time, upholding prudent credit
underwriting.

The Bank’s wholly owned subsidiary,
Centre for Entrepreneur Development
and Research (CEDAR) will spearhead
our capacity building efforts where it
will continue to provide intervention
services that include research-based
training, business coaching, functionbased facilitation and entrepreneur
mentoring. These would help SMEs
considerably in basic fundamental
knowledge and skills in managing and
sustaining their businesses. CEDAR
will also focus on upskilling and
creating multi-skilled SME workers
while
expedited
digitalization
adoption.
We will continue with the 90 Days
Business Challenge, a competition
specially designed for Community
College and Polytechnic students
to
inculcate
the
interest
in
entrepreneurship.
The
adoption
of
Value-Based
Intermediation and Performance
Measurement Framework will be
strengthened to drive community
economic growth, which will help
meet the United Nation Sustainable
Development Goals of stakeholders’
aspirations for well-being.
Also in the pipeline are new financing
products and programmes catered
for SMEs in the new sectors under
Industry 4.0.
SME Bank itself will utilise technology
and digitization as well as data to
develop the Bank based on three
pillars; namely Human Capital,
Products and Programmes, and
Portfolio and Policy.
Moving
forward,
technology
revolution will be one of the Bank’s

leverage in drawing up new initiatives
for 2019 and subsequent years
that will intensify entrepreneurship
development programmes. We at
SME Bank are optimistic that we will
contribute significantly to the National
Entrepreneurship Framework (NEF)
that aims to elevate the country’s
entrepreneurship development by
2023.
We hope that the success stories
featured in this issue of INFRONT
will inspire aspiring entrepreneurs to
chase their dreams, dare to take risks,
be innovative, embrace technology
and never give up.

Thank you and wassalam.

ARIA PUTERA ISMAIL
Group President /
Chief Executive Officer
SME Bank
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Customer of SME Bank since 2009

Datin Hajjah Hawa Haji Abdullah
Managing Director
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HEADING FOR GREENER GRASS

“It should be well-communicated and well-accepted for
a successful implementation,” she added.

Company incorporation and business activities
Perkhidmatan Arah (M) Sdn Bhd (PASB) was established
on 12 January 1993 in Melaka with core business activities
include providing cleaning services, transportation of
linen and clinical waste, domestic waste collection as
well as landscaping and maintenance works.
Employees are the company’s asset
PASB, who is supported by 880 employees, sees its
people as an invaluable asset. Thus, the company
does not think twice of investing in the growth of its
employees. Various activities are organised for the staff,
while incentives awaiting those who perform. These
include relevant training for new staff and periodical
training for existing staff. As a motivation, talented
and loyal employees are promoted based on their
performance. The staff promotion is also a motivation
for others to perform better and achieve higher in their
career. Yearly incentives are given to the staff as an
appreciation for their contribution as well as a form of
motivation to provide better service to clients. PASB
rewards its deserving staff with company overseas trips
as an incentive for them to perform better. For loyal staff,
the company provides cost of living allowances.
The staff are allowed to claim medical expenses for
themselves and their families so as to lessen their
financial burden and help them focus on their work.
The company, who cares about the staff welfare, also
provides insurance coverage, namely Hospitalisation
and Personal Accident Insurance to a certain category
of staff in the event of sickness or mishaps.
To meet the spiritual needs of the staff, the company
holds “tazkirah” class for the staff on regular basis
where a religious teacher, an Ustaz conducts the session
for guidance and reflection for Muslim staff. Each year,
the staff will complete the recital of the whole Quran.
Meanwhile, weekly morning briefing is held at respective
offices and sites to enable the Head of Department to
motivate the staff. It is also where the staff can voice their
opinion and highlight any issues to the management.
Certain events are celebrated like “Majlis Berbuka Puasa”,
“Majlis Hari Raya” as a platform for staff to interact with
other from different departments, various projects and
different states.
Effective leadership styles
PASB Managing Director, Datin Hajjah Hawa Haji Abdullah
believes in regular communications with the staff
because any decisions which are well communicated to
the staff and receive good acceptance from them will
most likely be successful in their implementation.
Datin Hajjah Hawa practises constant engagement and
communication with the staff so that the decisions that
she makes take into consideration of their views.

It is a leader’s communication skills which motivate and
inspire the staff to work hard and achieve organisational
targets and goals. Effective communication is a way for
effective leaders to inspire professional development
and overall performance. Leaders who listen are able
to create trustworthy relationships that will promote
transparency at workplace and staff loyalty.
Datin Hajjah Hawa is also open to new ideas and
technological advances. Opening up one’s mind to
new ideas gives the option of creating positive change
and stronger results. This will benefit the company
significantly in terms of progress and competitiveness.
Advice for young entrepreneurs
“Be familiar with the industry that you venture in, work
hard, be persistent and consistent, dare to be different
and embrace technological advances," Datin Hajjah
Hawa advises aspiring young entrepreneurs.
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Challenges to business
Starting
a
business
is
a
big
achievement
for
many
entrepreneurs,
but
maintaining
the business is a bigger challenge.
PASB sees the challenge in terms
being in a competitive industry
with many players. Receiving shortterm contracts from clients, which
is between one to three years, is
another obstacle. Added to the
challenge is financing where banks
are now very selective and impose
many conditions before approving
financing to customers.
Finding and maintaining skilled and
competent employees proves to be
challenging to PASB, especially the
younger staff who have the tendency
to job hop and do not stay long with
the company. The company also find
it difficult to recruit local staff to do
the job of cleaning, landscaping and
garbage disposal.
Difficulties in collecting payment
from existing clients is another
obstacle faced by PASB. For most
SMEs, difficulties in collecting
payment from clients would lead to a
host of other operational issues that
could affect the smooth operations
of the business.

“Be familiar with the industry
that you venture in, work hard,
be persistent and consistent,
dare to be different and embrace
technological advances”
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Milestones

"It is a leader’s communication
skills which motivate and inspire
the staff to work hard and achieve
organisational targets and goals.
Effective communication is a way
for effective leaders to inspire
professional development and
overall performance. Leaders
who listen are able to create
trustworthy relationships that
will promote transparency at
workplace and staff loyalty."

Engagement with SME Bank
PASB can be considered lucky to have a strong
financial partner like SME Bank. The company
obtained its first financing facilities in October
2001 and continues to be SME Bank’s client. They
benefits immensely from the Banks' financing and
non-financing services. The company had obtained
Hire-Purchase of Commercial Vehicles Facility
and Commodity Murabahah Revolving Financing-I
(CMRF-I) from SME Bank.
The first facility is for the acquisition of vehicles
for the transportation of domestic waste, clinical
waste and others, while the CMRF-I is to finance its
working capital requirement.

2005: Received Visionary Customer Award
from
Bank
Pembangunan
Dan
Infrastruktur Malaysia Berhad (BPIMB)
2012:

Received KLIA Award 2011 for
Excellence Service – Best Score
Improvement in Airport Service Quality
(ASQ) from Malaysia Airport (Sepang)
Sdn Bhd

Progress and Future Plans
Previously: PASB started with only a few
employees and operated from a rented single
storey premise. At that time, the company
dealt with domestic waste collection in
Malacca only with a fleet of seven commercial
vehicles.
Today: PASB now stands proud with its
achievements as the company it now
operates from its own office buildings and
workshops in Melaka and Negeri Sembilan
with a staff strength of 880 people. Its
operations span from Johor, Melaka, Negeri
Sembilan, Selangor and Perak with diversified
businesses of cleaning, transportation,
domestic waste collection and landscaping
with a fleet of 54 commercial vehicles.
Future: Going forward, PASB hopes to
establish itself as a well-known and preferred
choice for corporate customers looking for
cleaning, transportation, waste collection
and landscaping that come with high quality,
service-oriented and complete solutions
using modern and up-to-date method. It
also aspires to be an employer of choice for
employees by providing them the opportunity
to develop their talent, creativity, leadership
and entrepreneurship qualities.
PASB also has a vision to establish at least
one branch in every state in Malaysia. Also in
the future, the company plans to develop new
method and technology to reduce reliance
on human as a way to address manpower
shortage in operations.
Having overcome a variety of challenges and
obstacles, PASB is now on a stronger footing
to expand the business, carve a bigger
market share and roll out new technologies to
facilitate its operations and to become more
competitive and successful.
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DH MULTI VENTURE
(PACIFIC INN)
Sdn. Bhd.
1002928-W

Customer of SME Bank since 2009

Eyvonne Mong Sze Chee
Director
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EXCEEDING CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS
Company incorporation and business activities
DH Multi Venture Sdn Bhd (DHMV) was incorporated on
21st June 2012 with hotel operations as its core business.
Its hotel, Pacific Inn which is located in Semporna,
Sabah, offers hotel guests superior services and a broad
range of amenities.
The hotel is conveniently located within walking
distance from seafood restaurants and cafes, modern
supermarkets and boat jetty. With various amenities
such as LCD/plasma television, wireless internet access,
air-conditioned rooms and 24-hour front desk, the hotel
offers a relaxed and hassle-free stay for travellers. Pacific
Inn has 32 tastefully decorated rooms of various choices
– Seaview King, Seaview Queen, Standard Queen and
Standard Twin.
Employees drive business success
The company has 16 employees. Despite having a small
workforce, the management always encourage its team
of employees to pursue personal and career growth.
They are reminded to strive harder to enable them to
stand out from the crowd.
Encouraging employees to seek personal growth
alongside business growth will likely lead to various
successes. Businesses, particularly small and medium
size, that care about the personal development of their
employees will have a more engaged workplace, which
directly links to positive employee performance and
profitability over time.
Research shows that companies with happy employees
experience better productivity increase. Employees will

have more trust and commitment in organisations where
leaders care about employee growth and development.
This will eventually benefit the organisations' bottom line.
Companies that promote employee personal growth will
more likely to retain the staff because employees want
to be part of an organisation that facilitates their growth
or else they will leave to other organisations.
Proactive leadership motivates employees
DHMV Director, Eyvonne Mong Sze Chee is open to
suggestion from employees to fine tune work flow and
the current system. “Learning is an ongoing process,”
Mong added.
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Good leaders never stop learning
as
this
promotes
continuous
improvement. Leaders look for
every opportunity to learn. They
learn by asking their managers and
employees about the customers’
experience, progress on projects
and others.

solving
problems,
evaluating
decisions, dealing with change, and
addressing business issues. Strong
leaders are open to ideas from
employees and in the process, they
gain trust from their people. This will
make employees more engaged and
willing to go the extra mile.

Open-minded leaders able to see
things from different perspectives
and they understand that the
learning journey never stops. They
also keep an open mind when

Advice for young entrepreneurs
“Teamwork is the key to success.
Nothing can be achieved if you do
not have a team who have the same
aim and vision,” said Mong.

Teamwork
involves
different
people and
different
groups across
your business
working
together to
maximise their
capabilities,
knowledge
and skills
to reach a
common goal.
Teamwork can
deliver better
results with
enhanced
innovation.

"Pacific Inn which is located in Semporna, Sabah, offers hotel guests
superior services and a broad range of amenities. The hotel is conveniently
located within walking distance from seafood restaurants and cafes, modern
supermarkets and boat jetty. With various amenities such as LCD/plasma
television, wireless internet access, air-conditioned rooms and 24-hour front
desk, the hotel offers a relaxed and hassle-free stay for travellers. Pacific Inn
has 32 tastefully decorated rooms of various choices – Seaview King, Seaview
Queen, Standard Queen and Standard Twin."
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Teamwork
involves
different
people and different groups across
your business working together
to maximise their capabilities,
knowledge and skills to reach a
common goal. Thus, teamwork can
deliver better results with enhanced
innovation.
Working in teams also gives
employees a greater sense of
belonging, which helps them take
more pride in their work, and
their company. This will benefit
enterprises of all sizes including
SMEs.
Challenges to business
For DHMV, the biggest challenge it
has to overcome is racing against
time to get things done on time. At
the same time, Mong has to secure
the business partner’s absolute trust
in all business decisions.
Operating with a tight manpower
can be challenging especially in
the hospitality industry. However,
with the right strategy, planning
and time management, SMEs can
manage such a challenge. Time is
one of the most valuable resources
for entrepreneurs. However, without
proper planning, time can be an
enemy to entrepreneurs.
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Proper time management will not only help entrepreneurs
to get things done and focus on achieving business
success, but also reduce their stress levels. Among steps
that can be taken to improve time management for
entrepreneurs include setting attainable goals, getting
the priorities right, create a task list to plan for the day,
week or month as well as delegate some of the tasks
so that it will free up time for them to implement other
important tasks.
Engagement with SME Bank
DHMV secured its first financing from SME Bank in
2013 for building and renovation works under the Bai
Bithaman Ajil (BBA 1 & BBA 2).

"Good leaders never stop learning
as this promotes continuous
improvement. Leaders look for
every opportunity to learn. They
learn by asking their managers and
employees about the customers’
experience, progress on projects
and others. Open-minded leaders
able to see things from different
perspectives and they understand

Time is one of the most
valuable resources for
entrepreneurs. However,
without proper planning,
time can be an enemy to
entrepreneurs. Proper time
management will not only
help entrepreneurs to get
things done and focus
on achieving business
success, but also reduce
their stress levels. Among
steps that can be taken to
improve time management
for entrepreneurs include
setting attainable goals,
getting the priorities
right, create a task list to
plan for the day, week or
month as well as delegate
some of the tasks so that
it will free up time for
them to implement other
important tasks.

that the learning journey never
stops. They also keep an open mind
when solving problems, evaluating
decisions, dealing with change, and
addressing business issue."

Milestones
2017:

Received Best Supporting
recognition from CTRIP.

Hotel

Progress and Future Plans
Previously: The company operated its
business with a manual record keeping while
its employees were lacking in skills.
Today: DHMV now implements a systematic
approach in running the hotel business. Its
employees are also better equipped with the
right skills. It also takes steps to improve the
service quality.
Future: Going forward, the company plans
to be the most sought after small-scale hotel
in Semporna, offering quality and friendly
services to guests.
With a stable customer base, trust from hotel
guests and skilled manpower to serve the
customers, DHMV is set to grow exponentially
in the hotel sector.
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BORNEO SPEEDY
DIVE & TOURS

Sdn. Bhd.

399897-T

Customer of SME Bank since 2009

Pee Kien Wah
Managing Director
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GEARING UP FOR PLAIN
SAILING
Company incorporation and
business activities
Borneo Speedy Dive & Tour Sdn.
Bhd. (Borneo Speedy Dive) was
established in 2009 with scuba
diving as the main activity including
diving courses, fun diving, snorkelling
and daytrip while the group’s
subsidiary, Wave View Sdn. Bhd.
(Wave View Hotel) was established
in 2016 to provide accommodation
facilities for tourists. The types of
rooms available at Wave View Hotel
are VIP Seaview, Deluxe Family,
Superior Seaview King, Standard
King, Superior Seaview Twin and
Standard Twin.
Borneo Speedy Dive is located right
in the middle of Semporna in Sabah,
which is home to some of the best
scuba diving sites in the world. The
coral reefs around Semporna Island
are recognised as some of the most
important marine sites in the world.
Classified
by
Professional
Association of Diving Instructors
(PADI) as a five-star IDC (Instructor

Development
Centre),
Borneo
Speedy Dive offers PADI courses
all under one roof. The multilingual
instructors can conduct the full
range of courses, from Open Water
Diver Course to IDC and Discover
Scuba Diving (DSD) as well as more
than 10 specialty diver courses. For
experienced divers, Borneo Speedy
Dive offers a different dive package
at different famous dive spots
around the island in Semporna.
It also specialises in arranging
hill
climbing
trip,
snorkelling
trip,
package,
river
cruising,
island hopping as well as hotel
accommodation and transportation/
boat/scuba equipment rental for the
visitors. List of marine life sightings
include manta rays, jacks, schooling
barracudas, frogfish, ghost pipefish,
mandarinfish, and many others.
Employee motivation
Borneo Speedy Dive has 35
employees while Wave View Hotel
employs 19 people. According to
the company’s Managing Director,
Pee Kien Wah, the staff are always
reminded to follow the rules and
maintain high discipline in order to
sustain their performance at work.

"It also specialises
in arranging hill
climbing trip,
snorkelling trip
package, river
cruising, island
hopping, hotel
accommodation and
transportation/boat/
scuba equipment
rental for the
visitors. List of
marine life sightings
include manta rays,
jacks, schooling
barracudas, frogfish,
ghost pipefish,
mandarinfish, and
many others."
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Employees good discipline will assist an organisation to
achieve its objectives. Strong leadership, positive work
environment and work discipline have a strong influence
on employees' performance which has been observed in
many organisations. To achieve this, organisations have
to have the right work atmosphere as well as effective
management strategies.
Proactive leadership drives business success
Pee always practise discipline and patience when facing
all challenges so that the best result will prevail at the
end.
This is among the traits of good leaders. Building a
successful business takes enormous discipline. Selfdiscipline is the ability to make a person does things that
should be done in spite of inconveniences or hardships.
Determination is a key component of any discipline, but
patience and perseverance are indispensable. These will
result in positive outcome. Meanwhile, patient leaders
always keep their cool because they are committed to a
deeper sense of purpose.

"Most entrepreneurs take risks
and are able to do the things that
others think of as impossible.
Entrepreneurs take calculated risks
after measuring and analysing
all the factors involved. An
entrepreneur has to embrace the
challenges instead of escaping
them. With great risk comes great
success. Nevertheless, when taking
a risk in business, there are two
possibilities; either one will achieve
what he envisions or he will learn a
lesson. Either way, the entrepreneur
will benefit from taking risks."
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Advice for young entrepreneurs

Challenges to business

“Don’t be afraid of trying a new challenge even with
high risk,” said Pee.

The biggest challenge faced by Borneo Speedy Dive is
competition from other companies, both big and small.
Tourism activities in Semporna, Sabah is growing rapidly
with the mushrooming of tourism-related companies
including the unlicensed ones. Illegal tour operators
continue to operate the business by offering low-priced
tour packages to tourists with total disregard of the laws.
Their activities are a bane of the growth and earnings
for licensed tour operators like Borneo Speedy Dive.

Most entrepreneurs take risks and are able to do the
things that others think of as impossible. Entrepreneurs
take calculated risks after measuring and analysing all
the factors involved. An entrepreneur has to embrace
the challenges instead of escaping them. With great risk
comes great success. Nevertheless, when taking a risk
in business, there are two possibilities; either one will
achieve what he envisions or he will learn a lesson. Either
way, the entrepreneur will benefit from taking risks.
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Engagement with SME Bank
Borneo Speedy Dive first secured SME Bank’s financing in 2012.
Ever since, the company has obtained various facilities from
the Bank including Bai Bithaman Ajil (BBA) for boat, building
and renovation acquisition and Commodity under the BBA and
Murabahah Revolving Financing-I (CMRF-I) for construction and
renovation.

Leadership,
motivation, work
environment and
work discipline have
a strong influence
on employee
performance.

Milestones:
2013:

Received 5-Star Instructor
Development
Centre
from
PADI
(Professional
Association
of
Diving
Instructors).

2016:

Awarded with Green Fins by
Green Fins Malaysia.

Progress and Future Plans
Previously: When it started, Borneo
Speedy Dive employed a small
number of workers. The company
also kept all records using manual
system.
Today: The company now has a more
systematic record-keeping and the
employees are all skilled workers.
Future: Borneo Speedy Dive is
looking at a much better system in
the future and plans to adopt a hightech approach for better marketing.
Borneo Speedy Dive has come a
long way and its services are now
highly valued and appreciated by the
customers. With the right leadership,
strong
competitiveness
spirit,
innovative minds, a clear vision to
succeed and willingness to take risks,
Borneo Speedy Dive will definitely
able to ride the wave of tourism
industry in Sabah specifically and the
country generally.

Need financing?

Get prompt answers
nline with

Apply today with SME Bank Online Application System.
With no hassles and no long waiting periods, SME Bank makes applying for financing online;
simple, fast and convenient. We give you the answers you need promptly so you can keep your
business moving ahead.

Features & Benefits:
• Instant answers to eligibility for financing products
• Pre-arrange documents for next level process
Terms and conditions apply.
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